Loan and Commission Collateral Structure
Independent Agency
PB operating account can
be used as normal
operating account or
funds can be moved to
your existing operating
account

Agency Existing
Operating Account

Insurance
Company A
Insurance
Company B
Insurance
Company C

PB Controlled Account

PB Operating
Account

Balance builds to threshold, then
releases funds
Commission
Deposits

Insurance
Company D

Excess Commissions
Threshold

Monthly Payment
Escrow is funded out of loan
proceeds and remains fixed in
the account until the loan is
paid off, then reverts to
Borrower

Daily Sweep

Escrow

Automatic withdrawal
to make monthly loan
payment when due

Note: Amount of escrow and excess commissions shown here are examples only and are not necessarily proportionate. Required escrow and commission deposits will vary and are determined in the
underwriting process.

Loan and Commission Collateral Structure
(Captive - Partial Commission Deposit)
PB operating account can
be used as normal
operating account or
funds can be moved to
your existing operating
account

Agency Existing
Operating Account
Remaining
commissions

PB Controlled Account

PB Operating
Account

Balance builds to threshold, then
releases funds
Captive
Insurance
Company

Fixed deposit
amount equal
to monthly loan
payment*

Daily Sweep
Excess Commissions*
Threshold

Monthly Payment
Escrow is funded out of loan
proceeds and remains fixed in
the account until the loan is
paid off, then reverts to
Borrower
•

Escrow

Automatic withdrawal
to make monthly loan
payment when due

Typically the fixed deposit amount will be an amount slightly more than the monthly payment if the loan has a variable rate of interest so that we don’t have to go back to the insurance company to
change the amount in the event the interest rate increases. So the small excess would be swept each month.

Note: Amount of escrow and excess commissions shown here are examples only and are not necessarily proportionate. Required escrow and commission deposits will vary and are determined in the
underwriting process.

